Time Will Tell

A mess of data - archiving solutions.

Most colour photography is less than 30 years old, and some digital
photography is already over 10 years old. Jonathan Eastland looks at
storage problems his own photo library has faced - and what the
future will bring.
From an article originally published in Master Digital Photographer magazine, issue 1/2003.
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TIME WILL TELL
Following my CD Torture Test which appeared in the Master Digital Photographer issue Nr.5, further problems associated with the safe
storage of data on this medium occurred, followed by a monumentally serious Mac system crash which took ten days and a large sum of
loot to rectify. It is the sort of situation which manifests emotions akin to those experienced following an inadvertent fully clothed
dunking in the middle of winter. One comes, eventually, to the surface, struggling for air, aware of a great force (gravity or sodden boots),
trying to pull one down again, while all around is serenity and not a soul has noticed ones dire predicament.
The problems associated with the safe storage of analogue photographic materials seem petty by comparison to the as yet, unknown,
problems affecting digital archival storage.
Where film and paper are concerned, the solutions for successful archival conservation revolve almost entirely about the size of the
available financial budget and time (available). At the short end of the stick, one can gain several years of extended material life by
investing in off-the-shelf metal filing cabinets and an armful of polyester slide viewing sheets. This at least will be enough to temporarily
slow down the natural process of oxidation and remove original materials from the proximity of a potentially damaging chemical
environment such as that found in the old shoe box.
A quick read of the do's and don'ts provided by museum archive materials suppliers would be enough, in some cases of random storage,
to jump start a heart attack. Most paper, cardboard and plastics have in their content, enough chemical pollutants capable of seriously
degrading the image quality of E-6 and C-41 based materials in a short period of time. These pollutants migrate from the containers and
react with the chemical content of the film or paper, setting in motion the immediate process of degredation.
Poly-vinyl-chloride based slide viewing sleeves of the type commonly found suitable for the loose-leaf album, acquired the unpleasant
and notorious reputation in decades past, for their ability to change transparency colours in a matter of hours. I cannot say with any
conviction, that I ever experienced such a problem, despite once having thousands of slides stored in pvc sheets for several years. Just
recently however, I acquired another photographic collection for my library which had been painstakingly preserved in just this way.
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ABOVE; ONE OF SEVERAL THOUSAND AGFA TRANSPARENCIES SHOT DURING THE 1960S AND 70S RECENTLY ACQUIRED FOR THE LIBRARY.
THE BULK WERE STORED IN PVC FILE PAGES; ABOUT 20-30% HAVE ACQUIRED THIS SOMEWHAT GRUESOME MAGENTA CAST. UNRETOUCHED
RAW SCAN ON HEIDELBERG 1200. PHOTO: VIV TOWNLEY/AJAX.

Of some 3000 odd slides, all bar a handful made on Agfa reversal stock, approximately 30% had turned a nasty shade of magenta. The
majority of these images are between 20 and 30 years old; not ancient by any stretch of the imagination. In comparison with images of
my own made on similar stock but stored in a completely different manner, it was evident the new collection was quite advanced in its
self destruction.
Most small picture libraries are at best two-person operations; the majority are probably only one. So how time is allocated to stock
preservation is fairly crucial. Over the years, I have developed a culling procedure which eliminates both the obvious dross (slightly
unsharp, badly exposed, obvious fading etc.,) as well as images that seem to remain in viewing sleeves or are returned unused several
times by clients.
It may seem foolhardy in some respects to reduce stock. Surely, the idea is to grow it? Well yes, but there is little point in my view of
having a library of which the greater part is commercially non viable and which second, and equally important, requires an unecessary
number of man-hours to maintain. Better to have ten images that sell consistently, than a hundred that just stick around in hope.
Such is the nature of much stock material that in many subject fields, large chunks may need to be replaced from time to time with fresh
images. Even something as innocuous as a generic weather situation record can look dated after twenty years; there is a good chance a
newer and better image can be obtained. The boat hull covered in weed however, is a different problem. Whereas weather presents itself
daily, weed covered hulls do not, so the thirty or forty images maintained can only be culled after careful consideration. Steam trains
crossing bridges are not a common occurrence today, so I might want to keep most of the original shoot. Diesel commuters on the other
hand, are prolific and if this is your bag, a few good ones will always prove more commercially rewarding than a sackful of repeats.
An active library will grow of its own accord, but it will only acquire quality through regular editing maintenance and proper storage
management. So while the acquisition of metal cabinets is a first step toward establishing a secure environment, the second requirement
should be focused on the quality, durability and archival suitability of viewing sheets.
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Javarette, D.W. Viewpacks and Secol of Thetford offer a wide range of archival storage products for film, photographs and other types of
image document such as the increasingly popular ink-jet print.

ABOVE; BRITANNIA 2. CLEANED UP AND COLOUR CORRECTED IN PHOTOSHOP BEYOND ANY MANUAL EXPECTATIONS, VIV TOWNLEY'S IMAGE
ADDS USEFULLY TO THE ROYAL YACHT FILE. RE-STORAGE IN POLYPROPELENE FILE PAGES WILL SLOW FURTHER IMAGE DETERIORATION,
BUT THE DIGITAL IMAGE IS THE ONE THAT WILL BE USED FROM NOW ON.

When I changed my library storage method from aperture punched index cards sleeved in cellophane to the more conventional cabinet
hung filing pages some fifteen years ago, I chose a tough polypropelene super archival product from D.W.Viewpacks, with and without
dustflaps - for 35mm and 120 formats. As each filing cabinet drawer could take up to 250 fully loaded sheets, the investment was not
inconsiderable, but paying for the extra strength and durability has certainly proved worthwhile, the files being more or less continually
retrieved, searched and replaced. D.W. still have these products in their catalogue with prices at the higher end starting at £104 per 100 +
vat.Lighter weight sheets manufactured from polyethelene obtained from other sources have been used for less frequented files, but the
welded pockets seem easily damaged by occasional hasty retrieval, their soft metal holding bars also prone to accidental bending.
For b+w and colour negatives, I have traditionally used six strip loose-leaf glassine album sheets which are stored with their relevant
contact prints in standard legal document boxes by Eastlight. Purveyors of museum quality archival goods as well as curators, may frown
on this practice, but it has proved both a practicable and seemingly safe method for almost forty years. The only b+w negs I have had to
put to one side for digital re-mastering have been those which suffered the press photographer's nightmare of being dunked in a Fleet
Street darkroom. Fortunately, not much of any value has been lost to the effects of too little fixing and not enough wash.
In the 1980s, new types of matt polythene based materials began to be used for these filing pages. I used them for a number of years
worth of colour negatives. They are certainly tough, but unlike glassine, do not allow small amounts of moisture formed by the microclimate of the storage strip to evaporate. Over a relatively short period of time, these small amounts of moisture stick the negative
emulsion to the polythene, forming an emulsion embedded watermark in the process. These marks cannot be cleaned off, nor can they be
elminated by the type of generic ICE software found in some film scanners. The only solution is expensive oil scans made on a drum or
lengthy sessions on screen to rebuild the image.
In general, all formats of glassine negative bags which have been used in my picture library since the outset, some stored as described,
others used for individual negatives kept in manila envelopes in metal filing drawers and still thousands more loosely housed in tough
custom made portable cases, have faired, together with their precious contents, rather better than I could have hoped for. Many more older
negatives as well as some Dufay type colour transparencies from the 1930s seem to be holding up well housed in the same low
technology material.
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ABOVE; PICNIC. AN EARLY 1930S 6X9 CM DUFAY COLOUR TRANSPARENCY. PART OF A SMALL COLLECTION BY PHOTOGRAPHER UNKNOWN
UNEARTHED IN A JUNK SHOP 15 YEARS AGO AND ARCHIVED AFTER LIGHT CLEANING IN CUSTOM ACETATE SLEEVES FROM CONSERVATION
RESOURCES IN OXFORD. THE ORGINALS ARE VERY SLIGHTLY FADED, BROUGHT BACK TO LIFE AFTER SCANNING ON A HEIDELBERG 1200.

I hasten to add at this juncture that whatever the micro climate inside a negative packet, the climate in the storage environment is not
controlled in the manner professional curators might advise. An alcohol thermometer and relative percentage humidity meter has so far
sufficed. The additional expense of installing and running an air conditioned mini-climate simply isn't built into the operating budget,
but no doubt the addition of a properly controlled de-humidifier would be a move in the right direction, essential perhaps, in those
environments where relative humidity is considerably higher than the norm and provides the right condition for mould germination.
Several thousand b+w prints form a large part of the Ajax collection; many were made more than 30 years ago on conventional silver rich
fibre based papers; others are on more recent resin coated materials and a handful of albumen prints date from the 19th century. These are
variously archived in metal tray type drawers or heavy duty cardboard photographic paper boxes from the likes of Kodak, Agfa and Fuji.
To-date, none appear to have degraded, but thirty years is apparently a critical threshold of longevity for normal photographic prints stored
in bulk or individually sleeved. By all accounts, I can expect to see some change to print quality in the next couple of years or so.
I asked Roger Peacock of Secol Ltd., for a general appraisal of the market. His company sales are shared almost 50/50 by museums and
galleries and individual photographers. His response was interesting and for anyone reading between the lines or who has previously
devoured the oft noted trends editorialised in this journal, the future for film cannot be in much doubt any longer, even if it can still be
measured in years for the moment.
"The market is pretty healthy, but there is a finite store for film storage even if there is an enormous raft of material out there which is not
properly looked after.
What we have noticed in the past 2-3 years is a an increase in the demand for presentational products. We introduced a range of display
portfolio products for A4 and A3 documents, including ink-jet prints."
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Roger makes the analogy here between the proliferation of the ubiquitous electronic printer and the early days of the desk top PC.
"Experts forecast a paperless office, but as soon as the ink-jet printer was invented, the reverse happened. Now everyone who owns one of
these machines seems compelled to print what they have been playing around with in Photoshop."
Chris Dare of Javerette Ltd., who are also now the UK distributor for Clearfile products, said,
"We've seen a dramatic increase in the past twelve months for both Clearfile storage and our own unique film sleeving products."
Unlike Secol products which are manufactured from inert, scanning quality clear polyester, Javarette uses bonded clear polyester and matt
acetate.
"The main attraction of our home-made sleeving," says Chris, "is its complete lack of attraction to dirt and dust which is not pulled into
the sleeve by static electricity as the film is loaded."
I have used Javarette's larger individual sleeves for all formats up to 6X7 for some special projects in the past and the images contained in
them are still in fine condition. Like the Secol equivalent, the standard file index size may be fitted with a black or white transparency
mount which leaves plenty of space around the image for a caption label. But the mounting process for a large quantity of images is
tedious and time consuming.

ABOVE; HEAVY WEATHER. ODD AS IT MAY SEEM FOR A SPECIALIST IN MARINE AFFAIRS, GOOD PICTURES OF THE SEA ARE HARD TO COME BY.
THERE ARE ABOUT 50 IN THE FILES. THIS IS ONE OF THE EARLIEST, NOW OVER 30 YEARS OLD AND CONSISTENTLY THE BEST AND MOST
FREQUENT SELLER DESPITE THE SLIGHT DISCOLOURING. THE ORIGINAL KODACHROME (1 OF 2 FRAMES) WAS BADLY DAMAGED BY A CLIENT,
DUPLICATED TO 6X7 AND EVENTUALLY SCANNED INTO THE SYSTEM AND CLEANED UP.

Patrick Leigh at D.W.Viewpacks Ltd., observed how the market for cabinet filing pages and associated film products had plumetted
dramatically in the past two years,
"but," he said, "there are still a lot of people out there who want to use film. What will happen is that the market for this type of product
will eventually bottom out and become more stable. Our individual PreView System is holding up well. We have gained new clients for
this product, particularly in areas where there is some concern about preserving existing collections."
The observations made on sales trends for these companies may conflict in at least one area, but industry needs to archive analogue
materials in the conventional manner are still a priority; there are enough old images in the woodwork as well as huge amounts of new
stuff being originated on film to ensure a continued demand for conventional storage products.
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The more revealing figures however, come from the larger stock libraries who until very recently continued to order millions of duplicate
transparencies for shipping to clients. Clients it would seem, have finally twigged to the advantages of digital acquisition. In short, Getty
Images, who shipped more than 10 million dupes last year, will, by the end of this one, have shipped only a tenth of that figure. D.W
Viewpacks Ltd., have seen their analogue duplicating service drop from a healthy 100-200 sets per annum to zero.
As a very small component in the big wheel of the imaging business - it generates more than £2billion in a year - much of my time is
spent necessarily in managing and preserving photographs originated on film or by digital capture. The issue about which is the best
medium, is no longer an issue; my concern now is about the the best means my budgets will permit to maintain the library in top quality
condition. The demands of industry to deliver electronically however, are now also dictating the storage method. We hope to look further
at the pitfalls and benefits of these in a future issue.
Ends:
Copyright Jonathan Eastland 2002

This .pdf document has been prepared on an Apple Mac computer. For best printed viewing it should be printed
on a good quality coated brilliant white paper.
Other .pdf documents featuring camera reviews by Jonathan Eastland are available on the Ajaxnetphoto.com
website at >www.ajaxnetphoto.com< and the Ajaxnetphoto.com News & Information blog which can be found at
>www.ajaxnetphoto.blogspot.com< subscribe to receive continuous updates of new postings on photography
related matters on this popular site.
Buy photographs and prints on-line at >www.ajaxnetphoto.com/printordertemp.html<, and handbooks on Leica
rangefinder cameras at >www.ajaxnetphoto.com/editions.html<.
Thank you for downloading this document.
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